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Berger-Sweeney inaugurated as Trinity's 22nd president
FORREST ROBINETTE '16
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

This past Sunday, Oct.
26, Joanne Berger-Swee·
ney was inaugurated as the
22nd president of Trinity
College. She was elected to
the position in March of this
year and assumed her office
on July 1; however, Sunday's inauguration marks
her formal acceptance of the
office of president.
The audience at the in·
auguration was diverse, in·
eluding Trinity staff, faculty, parents, and students as
well as representatives from
many colleges and universi·
ties across the country.
The ceremony, held in
Trinity's Koeppel Center,
began with a processional
led by the Trinity College
Samba Ensemble. When
President Berger-Sweeney

COURTESY OF Trinity College Office of Communications
Cornelia Thornburgh '80, Chair of the Board of Trustees, presents Berger-Sweeney with the Book.

appeared and began her
walk to the stage, the crowd
erupted with applause. Af-

ter the processional, Chair
of the Board of Trustees,
Cornelia Thornburgh '80,

EROS teams up vvith a variety of
student organizations for Ally Week
AURORA BELLARD '17

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When students returned
from
Trinity
Days on Wednesday, Oct.
15, they found the campus sidewalks covered
with chalk messages for
Ally Week. The previous
night, members of Trinity's EROS (Encouraging
Respect of Sexualities)
stayed up late, chalking
the Long Walk, the Summits, the Concrete Jungle, and the Lower Long
Walk with serious and
humorous
statements
of support. Some said,
"Have a Gay Day" and
"Love Knows No Gender."
With this act, Ally
Week commenced. The
next five days yielded
daily events meant to
honor allies and empower others to become allies
against anti-LGBT harassment and bullying.
Teaming up with multiple
organizations, EROS organized events with other students that brought
attention to the struggles
young gay youth face today, as well as the powerful impact having an ally
can make in the commu-

nity. With guest-direc·
tors, a comedian, food,
and partying, Ally Week
reached out to the Trini ·
ty student body in a pos·
itive manner, promoting
the message that all are
equal and deserve love.
The week began quietly with Coming Out
Stories at the La Voz
Latina House on Vernon.
Students gathered in the
LVL living room to listen
to harrowing stories of
students "coming out" to
their family.
Being gay is still con·
sidered taboo, even sinful, throughout much
of American society. As
such, coming out to one's
family can result in being
kicked out of the house
or left to fend for oneself.
Someone is being told
that he or she is less than
human because of who
they love. This is the case
for many gay youth in
America. The stories shed
light upon this pertinent
step and how coming out
can change everything in
a person's life.
Thursday
brought
guest LGBT filmmaker
Jonathan Caouette, who
presented his film, "Tar-

nation," a home video,
documentary, and snap·
shot fueled tale of his
life and his experiences
with mental illness and
a tragic family. The same
night, the Underground
held open·mic,
which
was an opportunity for
students to stand up and
express themselves. Men
and women sang, spoke
poems, and even did com edy. It was heart-warm ing to know that it was
all was in recognition of
what love can do when it's
used to support others.
Rainbow Shabbat at
Hillel House kick start·
ed Friday. Seth Browner,
co-president of EROS,
partly led service and
gave a brief talk on Ally
Week, Judaism, and homosexuality. However, it
was the Spotlight Party
at Cleo of Alpha Chi on
Friday night that truly
showed how large of an
impact EROS was mak·
ing. Packed to the brim
with students of all classes, the party roared into
the night, never letting
up. The constant stream
of new and familiar faces
see ALLY WEEK on page 6

addressed the audience,
welcoming everyone to the
historic event. The ceremo·

ny that followed included
speeches from such distinguished guests as the Mayor
of Hartford, Pedro Segarra,
Governor of Connecticut,
Dannel Malloy, two current
college presidents and two
college presidents emeriti.
The ceremony also included a wide array of mu·
sical performances. The first
was a rendition of "America
the Beautiful," sung by the
combined voices of each of
Trinity's singing groups.
Later in the ceremony,
John McDonald, Professor
of Music at Tufts Universi·
ty, performed a piano piece
that he composed in honor
of the occasion. After that,
Carolyn Wilkins, Professor
of Ensembles at the Berklee
College of Music, sang a
stirring rendition of "Lift
see INAUGURATION on page 5

Professor Vijay Prashad
discusses ISIS in lecture
at Alpha Delta Phi house
CHRIS BULFINCH '18

STAFF WRITER

ISIS has been a very pro·
minent news topic over the
past year. The images of vi·
olent warfare, masked men
wielding assault weapons,
and public beheadings are
poignantly seared into the
public consciousness, largely thanks to up·to·the·mi·
nute news reporting via so·
cial media and applications
from CNN and the New
York Times. Many in America feel anxiety over the violence and extremism inhe·
rent in movements such as
ISIS, yet in many cases are
largely unaware of the capa·
bility of such organizations
to truly damage America
or threaten them directly.
This misunderstanding has
caused many to mispercei·
ve ISIS as a much greater
threat than they truly are.
This fear in turn puts pres·
sure on the United States'
administration to take some
form of action-in order to
assuage the public's con·
cerns over ISIS-which can
often result in less than ideal policy decisions. In order

to clear up misconceptions
about the significance and
threat of ISIS, as well as to
spur discussion about the
situation in Iraq and Syria
on the whole, Alpha Delta
Phi hosted Vijay Prashad,
a journalist and professor of
international relations here
at Trinity. He discussed
ISIS's origins, their influence today, and the Obama
Administration's plans for
the region, and succeeded in
providing a more clear and
concise picture of the situa tion than most had, and did
so in an engaging way that
kept the attention of the
room.
Professor Prashad ope·
ned the lecture by giving
an overview of ISIS, begin·
ning with its origins. Many
in America see ISIS as a
recent development of the
last year or two, but the re·
ality is quite different. The
group originated in Iraq,
and gained power in the
wake of the United States'
invasion in 2003. Originally the Islamic State in Iraq
(ISI), the group had very
see ISIS on page 5
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The breeding of purebred dogs
is an affront to animal welfare

EDITOR-IN-CHIJ;F
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A purebred dog is an in·
bred dog. Today's beloved
purebreds, such as the En·
glish Bulldog or Golden Retriever, are the products of
years upon years of repeat·
ed incest.
In human society, incest
is arguably the most com·
monly condemned practice
in the world. In the United
States and many other nations, it's explicitly forbidden by law. There are even
incest taboos among chim·
panzees and cockroaches.
Inbreeding is a universal
wrong for good reason. It
has terrible consequences
for its victims.
Incest causes birth defects, mental disability, and
myriad genetic diseases.
We shudder at the notion
of incest in humans. Why
then are we so comfortable
with the incest that breeders force in dogs?
Great Danes, Chihuahuas, and Pugs all look
the way they do because
humans bred them to look
that way. Humans control
the mating habits of dogs
to create desired offspring.
For example, pugs are bred
with other pugs to preserve
characteristic features of
the breed, such as their
compressed faces and stubby legs.
The problem with this
practice is that inbreed·
ing leads to unhealthy offspring. When a dog of one
breed is bred with its close
relative, the offspring is
vulnerable to a host of ge·

netic diseases and birth
defects.
Virtually every purebred dog suffers from some
kind of inherited illness.
Labradors are plagued
with joint and eye prob·
lems. Springer Spaniels
are affected by an enzyme
deficiency. 60 percent of
Golden Retrievers in the
United States die from
cancer. Boxers suffer from
horrific seizures. These are
terrible conditions, causing
unnecessary pain to dogs
and the owners who care
for them. All of these conditions are the result of purebred mania.
Let's consider one of
the consequences of breeding purebred dogs. Take
the Cavalier King Charles
Spaniels. They are an ex·
tremely popular breed.
One
characteristic
aspect of their appearance
is their small heads. Over
time, they have been bred
for small skull size. As
a result, one-third of all
Charles Spaniels in the
world have skulls that are
too small for their brains.
The consequence for those
dogs is devastating neurological damage. The disease caused by the dog's
compressed skull is called
Syringomyelia. It's a con·
dition in which fluid-filled
cavities develop within the
spinal cord near the brain.
The disease is also
found in humans and peo·
ple have described it as one
of the most excruciating

sensations imaginable. Victims feel a nearly-constant
burning pain and suffer
from chronic, intense headache. In dogs, even the
lightest touch, such as a
gentle pat from an owner,
can cause the dog terrible
pain.
Dogs with this condition
are in perpetual agony and
some are in so much pain
that their owners decide
to euthanize them to end
their suffering. This kind of
disease is the consequence
of inbreeding. If breeders
didn't strive to maintain
purebred characteristics,
like small skulls, Charles
Spaniels would be allowed
to interbred and eventual·
ly the incidence of Syringo·
myelia would decrease.
Breeders should feel
very responsible for the
suffering of these animals;
however,
responsibility
also lies with anyone who
purchases a purebred dog.
When you buy a pure·
bred, you increase the
demand for purebreds.
Breeders will keep breeding purebreds so long as
there is a demand for them.
It doesn't matter how much
you love the purebred dog
you purchased.
By buying a purebred,
you are promoting and en·
couraging the inbreeding
among dogs that leads to
diseases and defects that
bring them terrible suffering.
-FGR

Failure should be not be criticized, but encouraged in school
There were a number
of fantastic events held
this past weekend that
pertained to the upcoming
Inauguration on Sunday.
However, the event that
stuck with me the most
was the panel discussions
at the Academic Sympo·
sia.
Most of the panelists
discussed the benefits and
advantages to a liberal
arts education. The state·
ment that stood out to me
most was on the first pan el.
A recent graduate,
Rhoden Monroe '09, was
asked what would make
an ideal educational environment, to which he
responded that it would
be the ability to make
students feel comfortable
failing, and not just once,

but many times. Other
panelists agreed, includ ·
ing the Chairman and
CEO of Boyer Cofee, Mark
Goodman. He added that
all of the classic and schol ·
arly works that we read
in class every week were
most certainly not the au·
thors' first draft. The author probably made about
200 different drafts of
that single text before it
was even published.
In first hearing this
statement, it caught me
by surprise but the more I
thought about it, the more
I realized how success
could be cultivated in such
an environment. Many
students come from the
very best of schools and
expect nothing less but an
A and maybe a B if they
thought they didn't grasp

the material. To many of
these students, they treat
Cs as if they might as well
have recieved an F.
With all of the col·
leges trying to weed out
students with low stan ·
dardized test scores and
low gpa's, students have
placed a premium on trying to conform to these
standards.
Instead of
trying to embrace their
creativity and open-mind·
edness, they attempt to
be perfectionists and stay
within the stated guidelines of an assignment
for fear of recieving a bad
grade.
I am not exactly sure
how one would be able to
create an environment
where students would
feel comfortable failing,
though I can certainly

tell you it would be con·
troversial. Many would
denounce it and state that
they are just letting lackadaisical students get by,
but that would not be the
point of allowing for fail·
ure. What Mr. Monroe I
believe was trying to say
was that failure allows
for people to look back
on their mistakes and
rethink their approach.
It allows for students to
approach the same prob·
lem from different perspectives. It fosters critical thinking and problem
solving.
Countless innovators
failed before finally falling
upon that groundbreak·
ing product. Numerous
savvy businessmen have
failed in their adventures,
before finding something

that fits their niche.
Students should be
allowed to fail, and that
may mean increasing the
opportunities to fail, but
nonetheless it is an in·
valuable skill to be able to
fail and critique yourself
based on your result. It
allows you to think outside the box about different assignments and offer
a totally different kind of
perspective.
The teacher could either hate it or love it, but
if he or she hates it, you
will have the ability to
come at it in a different
way. Our society has be·
come so wrapped up 1n
who has higher test scores
that they start to ignore
the creative side of things.
-FBH
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OPINION
We should re-examine gender-discriminatory humor
ALEX DENOTO '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There was a man, who
was sent across galaxies in
space to fulfill various tasks
in exchange for money. One
day, he was sent to find an
orb. However, he didn't know
that this orb was highly val·
ued by other forces in the gal·
axies. While retrieving it, he
was attacked for the small,
ball-shaped device. After he
reached his space ship, the
chase continued. Balls of
fire flew and a geyser flung
his ship higher into the air,
jostling him around until
he could reach the steering
wheel to control his ship.
After, a frightened, con·
fused girl emerged from the
lower deck of the ship looking
a complete mess. It appeared
she had been sleeping after
having a one·night-stand
with the man retrieving the
orb. She asked what hap·
pened, and as he started to
address her, he forgot her
name; she reminded him, and
he proceeded to say that he
had forgotten she was even
there.
This is the beginning of
"Guardians of the Galaxy,"
a fairly good movie with lots
of comic relief, which came
mostly from the relationship

of the main character and his
short-lived lover. However, I
was not amused. I was dis·
appointed in the laughter it
received from my fellow view·
ers, and sad that whoever
composed those lines knew it
would be funny.
The way he treated her
was appalling. It demonstrates how our culture and
society perceive sex and relationships. Scenes from the
movie seem to tell the audience that it's okay to have
meaningless sex and then
treat your partner like a completed homework assignment
that one forgot to turn in.
Watching the opening
scenes of this movie had me
thinking of the many other
movies and TV shows that
support this type of behavior
that and portray it as comical. One of them is ''Two and a
Half Men," a well-known and
long running sitcom that uses
sexual jokes and the degradation of women to entertain its
audience.
In the original cast, Charlie Sheen plays a character
that has a different woman
in his bed every week, sometimes every night. We laugh
at this because he's a likable
character, while being so awful that it makes the show
funny. Also, if you think about

it, the women on the show
highlight very negative generalizations of women. There
is the overbearing, protective
ex-wife of Charlie's brother
Allen, the overweight and
bossy cleaning lady, the psychotic neighbor and friend
of the family, Rose, who is in
love with Charlie, and all the
other women whose scenes
are shot only in Charlie's bed.
The show has been on the
air for years, so we can see
that it has a strong following.
Why, though? Disgusting behavior is disguised by witty
commentary and unbelievable situations.
We have to remember,
also, that there is a young
boy on the show, observing
everything his father and uncle say and do. What kind of
impression does that make
on him? The same impression
that all young men and boys
have when they watch the
show. They begin to think it's
okay to treat sex like it's no
big deal. The boy in the show
grows up to do just that. If the
show was written fifty years
ago, the pilot wouldn't even
be filmed, much less aired on
national television.
Women can have the same
mentality. In a movie named
"Friends with Benefits," both
a man and a women are guilty

of this. Two friends decide
that they want to have sex
with no strings attached and
no emotion, so that it can be
pain free while indulging in
pleasure and fun. However, it
has the opposite effect. They
become irritated with each
other and a little sad. Who
can avoid that when you are
taking from each other and
never giving anything back?
In the end, they become a
couple, but that doesn't hap·
pen in real life. After using
each other for that long, you'll
rarely become interested in
making the other person happy and loving them. Luckily
for them, they were friends
before their experience and
loved each other from the be·
ginning. Although I don't understand why you would treat
someone you love in that way,
but that's another issue.
Our culture is heavily in·
fluenced by these hidden messages in our entertainment.
People don't take sex, or each
other, seriously anymore.
Why do you think divorce
rates are so high? It's partly
because people enter a mar·
riage with a tainted definition
of what love is and how we
show that love.
What we see and hear
from the media influences our
views on i1:1portant things in

life; two of them being sex and
love. We become like a frog in
a pot of boiling water. If a frog
is placed in water and is slow·
ly heated to a boil, the frog
will sit there and kill itself because it doesn't realize what's
happening to it; it becomes
desensitized, which is what
we become when we are constantly fed lies from the media starting at a young age.
There are plenty of oth ·
er popular shows and mov·
ies, but send a disturbing
message. Some are ''The Big
Bang Theory," "Bridesmaids,"
"The Other Woman," "How I
Met Your Mother," and "No
Strings Attached."
It's easier said than done to
stop watching these irresistibly funny shows and movies.
However, if we watched more
shows like "Gilmore Girls,"
"Full House," and "Boy Meets
World," and more movies like
"The Goonies," "Despicable
Me," and "Tyler Perry's Madea's Witness Protection," we
would be a much healthier society. These are funny shows
and movies without the explicit sexual jokes and obnoxious innuendos.
It's one thing to be funny,
but it's so much better when
you can be funny without
hurting anyone or relying on
inappropriate jokes.

An international student's perspective on Family Weekend
BHUMIKA CHOUDHARY '18
STAFF WRITER

It does not matter whether you live an hour away or
12,530 kilometers away
because no matter where
you ar~, nothing can truly
replace the feeling of being
home. However, distance
does matter for Parents
Weekend since the parents
of international students
cannot visit campus easily.
Many of my friends were
thrilled to reunite with their
parents, siblings, and pets,
but for the international
students it was just another
weekend. We couldn't have
a delicious meal with our
loved ones or walk our pets
around campus because
home is a flight away, not a
car ride. So, what then does
family weekend mean for an
international student?
You wake up to a friend's
snapchat saying, "the Fam's
arrived." You walk down
the dorm corridor listening to siblings argue. You go
to class watching a friend
take their pet for a walk to
explore the campus. Family weekend is the one time
when we are truly home sick
because we see what we long

for, our family, all around
us. For Indians, it is right
now the festival of lights
and I wish that I could return to my chaotic city and
be amongst firecrackers and
celebrations. Seeing our
friends dress in traditional
attire to visit extended family through social media is
nostalgic because we were
doing the exact same thing
last year. But nobody would
want to sulk in their room
looking at pictures and eyeing the students fortunate
enough to have families
visit. We must be immune
to this plethora of emotions
because the next chance to
see our families, Thanksgiving break is so close. Thus,
how should the international students be "optimistic"
in such situations?
We came to college knowing that we cannot drive
back home. We travelled
large distances to educate
ourselves and compete on
an international platform.
We came to the melting pot
to live our dreams because
we cannot choose both academics and passion back
home. All of this had to come
at a cost of leaving behind
our homes. We are mature

individuals who are now in
college, so we should be prepared to face any situation.
Well, we are successfully
doing so by embracing family weekend. We are either
buried in homework or are
volunteering for numerous
events. It is a tactic to keep
ourselves occupied, and
somebody needs to welcome
parents with a smiling face.
Subsequently, those smiles
belong to the international students sitting behind
the registration tables at
Mather. After all, we must
show off the diversity element that Trinity boasts
about! Moreover, birds of a
feather flock together so we
stay with our kind and do
the usual: hangout, listen
to music, and chat. It is not
very bad is it?
For all those Indians out
there, you can always celebrate Diwali irrespective
of your location. Most of us
miss our traditional food,
which is way more delicious
than Mather food. Hartford
has a variety of cuisines so
why not dine with friends
over an Indian meal? Nobody would deny food that
a wakens his or her taste
puds. After an Indian meal,

you could celebrate Diwali by decorating your room.
But the most important
aspect of our culture is religion. We all have carried
with us either a photograph
or statue of God. Technology
has made everything easily
accessible so we could use
spotify to find a ceremonial
song and carry out an aarti.
You do not need elaborate,
fancy materials to pull this
together, but simply the
will to do so. International
students are in a unfamiliar environment in terms
of residence, food, culture,
and friends, but by keeping our culture alive, there
is one familiar rock to lean
on. All we need is closure
and these small gestures
do what is needed. For instance, one of my friends
hosted a get together by inviting her friends over and
making them part of the In dian tradition. There are a
countless number of ways to
make Family weekend and
Thanksgiving joyous and
fun-filled. We are in the land
of immigrants, so subsequently everybody is sailing
in the same boat.
Nonetheless, I was fortunate enough to have my par-

ents travel twelve thousand
five hundred and thirty kilometers to visit me at my
new home. One of the perks
of being an only child is that
family weekend can be delightful in its true essence.
My parents wore Trinity
gear, attended panel discussions and the presidential
inauguration. Watching my
parents relive their teenage
years through me or rather their dream, made me
proud. It is the same for all
our parents. For example,
my cousin's parents called
him to give him instructions
about the time to cook the
sweet for the ritual. Hence,
family weekend can be special even without your parents being present in actu ality. Family is always with
you because technically they
are your genes.
Family is family, whether it be an hour or 12,530 kilometers away. Nothing can
replace the happiness of dining with your parents. A few
months ago, we may have
looked forward to living in·
dependently but if it wasn't
for family: none of us would
be here. We all need love
and they are the only ones
who do so unconditionally.
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Fox News biases highlight inadequacies in good reporting
GREGORY OCHIAGHA '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

One of my biggest fears
on earth is that my little
brother or sister will ac·
cidentally turn on Fox
News and actually believe
that any of the arguments
made there had any sort of
validity. The idea that Fox
News misconstrues ideas
and arguments and then
broadcasts these opinions
to the general American
populous 1s the sort of
nightmare that keeps me
up at night, drenched in
sweat.
Just m this month
alone, the anchors of Fox
News have made some
very interesting state·
ments; "interesting'' being
the nice way to describe
them. For example, Cam·
pus Reform, a conservative organization, went to
Harvard asking students
who 1s a bigger threat
to world peace: ISIS or
America. The students
made very articulate and
intelligent
arguments.
Many condemned America
for their imperialistic decisions and for our oil com panies, which do very well
when the Middle East goes
through periods of destabilization. One student ar·
gued that we, Americans,
had "created the problem
of ISIS ourselves." Wheth-

er or not you agree with
the comments made by
these Harvard students,
it was clear that they had
enough basic knowledge
on America's internation·
al relations to give solid
responses to the question.
The way in which Fox
News responded to this
Harvard interview, m a
segment they call "Outnumbered," left me bewildered. First, they began to
laugh and ridicule the students on their use of "very
big vocabulary words."
They then brought in John
Rich, a country singer, to
give commentary on ISIS.
This isn't to say a musi·
cian cannot contribute to
political discourse or have
different viewpoints, but
Mr. Rich failed to do so. Instead of making some intelligent argument about
American foreign policy
explaining his opposition
to the Harvard student's
opinions, he began to talk
about patriotism and worshipping the American
flag. He then goes on to
call the students prev1ously surveyed "a bunch
of snot-nose brats." Most
of the anchors also made
similar statements, arguing that these students
should have more respect
for the military. The entire
discourse strayed from
the initial question and

seemed very irrelevant to
the topic at hand. They
continued to focus on the
military despite the fact
that the military does not
make foreign policy, they
are simply tools for car·
rying it out. The students
asked did not critique
the military but the pol·
iticians that made these
decisions. The whole segment really was quite humorous to me. It seemed
that the main goal of the
segment was to belittle
the sufficient arguments
from the Harvard students by saying nothing
grounded at all and mak·
ing obscure justifications
against them.
Another segment from
Fox News that actually
made me cringe more was
called "The Five." The segment was centered around
a group of anchors who
were discussingwhyyoung
women shouldn't vote. I
was honestly shocked by
the fact that they are able
to find these women who
are so willing to be sexist
to their own gender. One
female anchor, Kimberly
Guilfoyle, went as far as
to say " ... young women on
juries is not a good idea,
they don't get it ... they are
healthy and hot and running around." She goes
even further and says that
these young women should

be excused from juries so
that they can "go back to
Tinder and match.com,"
implying that they are too
vapid to understand the
complexities of courtroom
hearings. The fact that
this can actually be said
on national television is
so absurd to me. Another
woman is telling young ladies that what they have
to say is irrelevant, that
it is not worthy of consideration. They are telling
a certain demographic
that they shouldn't vote. I
believe that is simply un·
American, regardless of
whatever political stance
you have.
We could talk even fur·
ther about the constant
fear mongering Fox News
does, most recently with
the disease Ebola. Instead
of informing their viewers
about what Ebola is and
how it is not an extremely contagious disease (because it can only be trans·
mitted through contact
with the bodily fluids of an
infected person), they ere·
ate panic and blame Presi·
dent Obama for it all. This
seems to be a cornerstone
of Fox News, it is a conservative machine meant to
convince people of Republican ideology regardless
of whether they have the
actual information for it.
They've used Ebola as the

perfect subject matter to
slander President Obama.
While there 1s nothing
wrong with having a conservative view point, it is
extremely unethical, especially for a "news" organi·
zation, to misinform their
audience so overtly and so
unapologetically.
The way in which Fox
News portrays certain
issues could almost be
considered American terrorism, and this is not
me being a sensationalist. It is very clear that
those running Fox News
are wealthy conserva tives who know it is stra·
tegically beneficial for
them to manipulate the
reality of certain issues.
Yes I am a liberal and a
Democrat; but I am not
a bigot. There is nothing
wrong with news stations
that have a more conservative slant, but let them
have arguments based on
facts. They should bring
m guests that actually
have the education and
well·rounded perspective
to contribute to political
discourse rather than go
to a polar extreme. They
should treat all American people with respect
by avoiding manipul1:r
tion through slander. Fox
News either has to be
completely obliterated or
fundamentally changed.

Paralyzed man able to walk again with new technology
SHEILA NJAU '17
STAFF WRITER

Last year I read an article, which I found to be
particularly
interesting,
about a scientist named
Peyton Rous, who found
chicken that had breast
cancer. At the time of the
discovery not much was
known about cancer, such
as where it originates from
or what leads to its proliferation. Peyton Rous's work
was unable to answer these
questions, but through his
research he was able to
induce cancer in healthy
chicken, providing a foun ·
dation for future scientists
to build upon. Recently,
similar to Peyton Rous,
an advancement has been
made and this time in the
field of cell regeneration.
Surgeons from Poland
working m collaboration
with scientists from London
were recently able to help a
man who was formerly paralyzed learn to walk again.
They preformed the proce·
dure by taking cells from
his nasal cavity and trans·
planting them into his spi ·

nal cord. Darek Fidya, the
patient in question, is a 40
year-old Polish man who
had become paralyzed from
the chest down after being
the victim of a knife attack,
which cut into his spinal
cord, in 2010. Despite the
fact that he has to use a
frame to help him walk, it
is still remarkable that he
actually has the ability to
stand on his two feet again,
especially considering the
unique procedure.
The cells used in the
procedure were called ol·
factory ensheathing cells,
which are involved with
the ability to smell. These
cells also allow nerve fibers
in the olfactory system to
regrow once they have ex·
hausted their capabilities.
Mr. Fidya had to undergo
two operations, the first
of which involved the surgeons removing one of his
olfactory bulb, which is located in the brain. An olfac·
tory bulb helps to process
what a person smells. Once
Mr. Fidya's olfactory bulb
was removed, the cells were
placed on a plate to proliferate. After two weeks these

cells were then transferred
to his spinal cord as part
of the second surgery and
roughly 500,000 cells were
transferred into Mr. Fidya's
spinal cord. The cells were
used to join parts of his spi ·
nal cord back together. The
surgeons also used nerve
tissue from his ankle to give
the cells a base on which to
grow.
Six months after the
surgeries, Mr. Fidya was
able to take his first steps
for the first time in two
years since his paralysis.
So, is it the perfect fix? No,
but in evaluating how far
we have come in the field
or research and what these
doctors and scientists are
capable of is outstanding.
Normally, regeneration 1s
discussed in an almost sci·
ence fiction context. How·
ever science is no longer
fiction in Poland, this group
of scientists have managed
to make it a reality in Poland. With this initial step,
one can only wonder about
how much farther this field
can go. I also wonder about
what Mr. Fidya is feeling at
this time. When he was par·

alyzed, he probably thought
that he would never be able
to walk again and now he
can because these doctors
and surgeons were willing
to think outside the box
to find a way with which
to help him, and possibly
many more patients who
have the same problem.
One other thing that
stood out to me when read·
ing about this great news
was the fact that it took
not only the surgeons from
Poland, but a collaboration
with the scientists from
London to find a solution.
This situation really highlights the importance of
combined efforts that may
allow for more innovative
discoveries, such as this
one. The world is full of
so many resources and so
much can be learned if peo·
ple work together. All the
individual discoveries have
been built on past ones and
past knowledge. Future sci·
entists will in turn be able
to improve or build more
upon the discoveries that
are made now. That, in and
of itself, 1s collaboration
and is what makes not only

science, but all other disci ·
plines, productive.
This new beginning
promises so much more to
come. Today, a man was
given the chance to walk
again. Who knows what
tomorrow might bring.
The best part is that it will
keep growing and there is
always room for improve·
ment. Maybe there will be a
time when patients such as
Mr. Fidya can walk again
without the use of any aid
at all. Like Peyton Rous,
these doctors and scientists
have not found the answer
to regeneration, but rather
a component of it. But since
they have managed to ac·
complish such a feat, one
can only wonder where re·
search on other debilitating
diseases, such as cancer,
is heading or whether the
answers to better health
care, which still elude us?
But that is what makes science so great; because it is
about growth, about taking
those small steps forward
and hoping that they will
be able to positively impact
the lives of real people like
Mr. Fidya.

NEWS
President Berger-Sweeney's inauguration, a great success
continued from page 1
Every Voice and Sing."
In addition to the musical
performances, James Fenton,
a renowned poet, journalist,
and literary critic, read a poem
that he wrote for the ceremony
titled, "Those Whom We Ad·
mire."
Speaker after speaker had
the same message for the Trin·
ity College community, that
we have chosen well. Governor Malloy said that President
Berger-Sweeney "complements
the history of the College" and
that, he believes, "she will be
making history herself at this
institution."
President Berger-Sweeney's
colleagues from Wellesley Col·

lege and Tufts University were
extremely enthusiastic in their
praise of her character, work
ethic, and quality as an indi·
vidual.
Dr. Lawrence Bacow, Pres·
ident Emeritus at Tufts, re·
called that when he and his
colleagues recruited Joanne
Berger-Sweeney to be the Dean
of Arts and Sciences, he told the
Tufts Board of Trustees that
"Joanne is a president in wait·
ing." He went on to say that she
possesses "that rare combina·
tion found in all great leaders:
a hard head and soft heart."
Diana Walsh, President
Emerita of Wellesley College,
worked with Berger-Sweeney
during her time at Wellesley.
Walsh said of Berger-Sweeney,

''here is a leader who embraces
new learning, appreciates con·
flicting views, fosters collabo·
ration, and inflects her leadership with a taste for adventure
and fun. Here is a leader you
can trust."
After Dr. Walsh's speech,
Berger-Sweeney was officially
inducted as the College's new
president. Thornburgh '80 pre·
sented her with the symbols
of the office. The first was the
Owen Morgan Mace, which
symbolizes the president's ex·
ecutive power. After being giv·
en the mace, President Berg·
er-Sweeney joked, "It's heavy,
everyone" and her words with
met with laughter throughout
the audience.
She was then given the Key,

which represents the physical
properties of the College, the
Book, which has been touched
by every graduating Trinity
student, and the Presidential
Collar, a symbol of the presi·
dent's high office.
With the conferral of these
items, Joanne Berger-Sweeney
became the 22nd president
of Trinity College. The crowd
roared with applause as Berg·
er-Sweeney moved to the podi·
um for her inaugural address.
In her speech, she spoke about
her personal history and artic·
ulated her goals for the future
of the College.
She said that she hopes to
preserve Trinity's traditions
while also going boldly into
the future. 'We will try things,

and some of them may fail,"
she said, but the future of the
College "will be based sound·
ly on lessons learned, and we
will continue to be a learning
network in a very complex en·
vironment."
In her closing words, she
said, "Let us go boldly. Let us
be engaged ... I invite you to join
me in making Trinity College's
future the best it can be." The
conclusion of her speech was
met with an extended standing
ovation.
President Berger-Sweeney's
inauguration was a tremen·
dous success and it instilled a
feeling of excitement and hope
in the members of the Trinity
community for the future to
come.

Lecture at Alpha Delta Phi updates students on ISIS
continued from page 1
limited membership and scant
resources, operating as a mar·
ginal splinter group of al·Qae·
da, conducting small-scale
terrorist attacks in northern
Iraq. In essence, they weren't
particularly significant, not·
withstanding the tragic yet
snialb~-cale loss of life they had
inflicted. They lacked proper
military expertise, organiza ·
tion, and discipline, and their
capability to be a true threat
was negligible as a result. Af·
ter the United States' swift
and well·documented conquest
of the nation in March of 2003,
the situation began to change,
and the seeds were sown for
the current ISIS organization
to come into being.
The US took over the re·
construction of Iraq, and one of
its first acts was the disbanding
of the Iraqi military. This, ac·
cording to Professor Prashad,
was a grave error. Without jobs
in a stable regime, and feeling
significant animosity towards
their Western conquerors, the
remnants of the Iraqi military
joined the burgeoning ISL This
was a disastrous result for two
reasons: first, ISI's ranks swel·
led with their new members,
increasing their capacity for
violence. Secondly, the ex· Iraqi
army had considerable mili·
tary expertise and experience,
something that ISI had been
conspicuously lacking from its
outset. Combine this with the
former Iraqi soldiers access to
and familiarity with more ad·
vanced weapons, and ISI beca·
me significantly more dange·
rous after 2003. The religious
fanaticism and expansionist
ideals of ISI with the ability
and discipline of the remains
of Iraq's military made for a
potent combination, the letha·

lity of which we are witnessing
today. In a way, the removal of
Saddam Hussein allowed the
beginnings of ISIS to ferment,
though Hussein's removal was
central to US policy at the
time.
As ISI began to gain signifi ·
cant traction, the political topo·
graphy of the Middle East and
North African regions began to
shift dramatically. The Arab
Spring of 2011 brought about
the destabilization and regime
change of a number of states
across the Arab world, a world·
wide event that presented ISI
with an opportunity to expand
its reach. While many of the
Arab Spring uprisings were
able to be settled quickly and
without much bloodshed, the
nation of Syria was an outlier,
in that the nation descended
into a bloody civil war that
continues to rage to this day.
ISI capitalized on the chaos,
sending fighters from their
native Iraq into Syria, often
through neighboring Turkey.
They proceeded to fight alongs·
ide the rebels against Bashar
al-Assad, the dictator of Syria,
while simultaneously trying
to secure as much territory as
possible, exerting their interpretation of Sharia law, and
gaining international notorie·
ty and condemnation. They
have refashioned themselves
as ISIS, and ascended to their
ubiquitously known status in·
ternationally, and their positi·
on as a fixture on headlines in
the United States and across
the western world.
This is the situation as it
sits at the moment. ISIS is not
an overnight phenomenon, but
rather the result of a process
spanning more than a decade.
The political, ethnic, and histo·
rical factors surrounding ISIS'
development are exceedingly

complex, and this complexity
makes crafting effective policy
for the region difficult. Pro·
fessor Prashad notes that the
Obama Administration doesn't
seem to be taking this comple·
xity into account, and is acting
almost to the letter as they
have in the past, with bombing
campaigns and funding of "the
enemy of my enemy". Profes·
sor Prashad believes bombing
isn't an effective way of dealing
with ISIS. ISIS doesn't fight a
conventional war, it is a highly
mobile organization that fights
from pickup trucks on the ro·
ads, able to assess their ab·
ility and performance in the
field, and to retreat if things
aren't going well for them. To
this end, bombing only does
so much, and in many cases
simply sharpens the enemy's
resolve, and increases feste·
ring anti·US sentiments in the
region. Furthermore, Professor
Prashad believes that ISIS'
existence is symptomatic of a
larger problem in the region:
a lack ofjob opportunities and
political instability.
He illustrated this point
by mentioning a young ISIS
fighter he talked to during vi·
sit he made to the region. The
young man said that ISIS was
just his job. He had studied
engineering at a university in
Syria, but when the fighting
broke out, he couldn't find a
job, so he turned to ISIS for a
living. Professor Prashad says
this is hardly a unique story.
The political and economic in·
stability of the region has ere·
ated conditions ideal for such
fanaticism to flourish, with
many people without options
any better than ISIS. The vast
majority of ISIS fighters are
young people (about college
age) who are fighting for what
they believe will give them

better opportunities. They join
ISIS for reasons not so dissimi ·
lar to why we choose to go to
college: the pursuit of greater
opportunity. They see ISIS as
the only means to that end not the best means, but the one
that is available. For this rea·
son, no number of bombs will
ever be enough to contain the
spread of ISIS. We may be able
to destroy them militarily, but
until there is a fundamental
shift in the region, the same
systematic problems that crea·
ted ISIS will just create a new
and equally horrific organiz·
ation. The strategy of arming
moderate rebels has little more
merit than bombing, by Profes·
sor Prashad's estimation. The
US has engaged in such foreign
policy before, with questionab·
le results at best. We armed
the Mujahideen in Afghanis·
tan and even Iraq itself in the
1980s, to combat the spread
of communism. What rose up
with our funding was an even
more difficult enemy: religious
fundamentalism and instabili·
ty. Why should we expect, 30
years down the road, that the
same foreign policy will yield
more desirable results? Pro·
fessor Prashad recommends a
very different course of action.
He advocates the United Sta·
tes' convening the United Na·
tions' Security Council and tal·
king the issue over in greater
depth, so the US can act in a
more informed and responsible
manner, and not risk remaking
the mistakes of the past.
Professor Prashad con·
eluded his lecture with two
interesting notions. Firstly,
he brought up two summer
blockbuster "B movies", God·
zilla and X·Me. He had noticed
one major similarity between
them; in both, the government
is very slow to respond to the

(ridiculous) crises of the mo·
vies, and often the government
doesn't know how to handle
things any better than the
people they represent. This
insecurity with authority and
fear of misunderstood forces
are major anxieties of the mo·
dern person, and we can see
them manifested in the Ameri·
can public's fearful and some·
what reactionary response to
the news about ISIS' doings.
Professor Prashad's second
(and arguably more poignant)
concluding thought was to
wonder why the death of two
American journalists is worth
the ire of the civilized world,
while the thousands of victims
of ISIS' terror didn't even merit
a byline on American news. He
also asked the audience why
we were afraid of ISIS.
He explained that the con·
flict is sufficiently far away and
our government is sufficiently
adept at anticipating and eli ·
minating threats that we re·
ally have nothing to fear from
them. As long as there is no
ISIS navy or air force, Profes·
sor Prashad says, there is no
reason to be worried.
Professor Prashad's talk
was illuminating, not only in
that it cleared up many mis·
conceptions about ISIS' origins
and their ability to harm us,
but also in that it opened up
the issue for discussion here on
Trinity's campus. Now we can
have a more informed dialogue
about the relative merits of dif·
ferent courses of governmen·
tal action, as well as having
valuable perspective about
what is newsworthy, and the
nature of hysteria. Hopefully
Professor Prashad's talk can
help to mitigate the misinformed fear that has clutched the
public consciousness concerning ISIS.
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Academic symposia showcases importance of liberal arts
ESTHER SHITTU '17
STAFF WRITER

In celebration of the
inauguration of the 22nd
president of Trinity College, President Joanne
Berger-Sweeney,
four
academic symposia were
held last week. Two were
held on Thursday, Oct.
23 and two were held on
Saturday, Oct. 25.
In the discussion ti·
tled, "Engaging with a
Diverse World," there
were three panelists and
a moderator present for
each of the symposia.
For "Engaging a Diverse
World," the panelists
present were John Agard,
Richard Eichenberg, and
Irene Mata, with moderator Zayde Antrim.
Antrim is the Charles A.
Dana Research Associate
Professor of History and
International
Studies
and International Studies Program Director at
Trinity College.
Each panelist spoke
about the various ways
that their fields as well
as being a member of a
liberal arts college relate
to "Engaging with a Diverse World." John Agard
is a professor of Tropical
Island Ecology and head
of the·Department of Life
Sciences at the University of the West Indies.
Agard mentioned that as
someone with a science
background, he wonders about the limits of
science because science
tends to make students
concentrate on measurements, whereas other
subjects require other
ways of thinking and as·
sessing information.
"This is where the liberal arts context comes
in," Agard said, "I know

in universities and colleges such as this, there's
a big emphasis on diversity, getting people from
different cultures and
backgrounds and so forth
because that helps to
stimulate thinking."
Agard ~aid that it is
important for students
who study science to ap·
preciate the arts and
vice versa. He said each
institution should strive
to create a place where
stimulation is taking
place and students are
molded into people who
exercise moral and ethical judgments, who can
appreciate art and who
have a have a broader
thinking. "In an institution like this, you want
to create a culture with
rules with these characteristics... a culture is
normally when you have
a petri dish and you get
a nutria medium... depending on the things
you put in, you can get all
types of things to grow,"
Agard said, "Diversity,
having people from different backgrounds, different countries, different ways of knowing, are
all essential elements to
mcrease thinking and
discussion amongst so
that the perspectives are
broader."
Irene Mata, the second panelist to address
the audience, spoke on
how liberal arts colleges
are integrating diversity
in the classrooms. Mata
is a professor of Women
and Gender Studies at
Wellesley College. "It's
not enough to just incorporate bodies that look
different from us and
histories that look different from us, if we are not
critically engaging with

those histories to challenge our own ideas of
what we think we know,"
Mata said.
She continued that it
is important to incorpo·
rate into the each stu ·
dent's history into the
curriculum in the class·
room. "For us as educa ·
tors in liberal arts in stitutions, we have the
opportunity to train our
students to engage critically with each other,"
Mata added. She also
said that it is dangerous to throw around the
term diversity with the
assumption that incorporating more diverse stu·
dents is enough because
it is not enough. She
urges educators to learn
from their students a lot
more than they do.
"For me using the
classroom ... not
only
questions the validity of
certain narratives but
also, when we open up
the space for students
whose narrative may
not necessarily be represented in a traditional
curriculum becomes an
incredibly empowering
experience, not just for
the students themselves
but also for the students
who are listening to these
narratives, for the professor who is engaging in
these narratives," Mata
mentioned. She said this
type of curriculum leads
students to go out in to
the world with the more
open understanding that
the world they live in is
not just black and white
but it is a more complicating and changing environment.
After Mata, spoke,
Professor
Richard
Eichenberg was asked
to speak on why engag-

ing the world's women
is important to the topic.
Richard Eichenberg is
an associate professor of
Political Science at Tufts
University. Eichenberg
also teaches Interna tional and Gender studies at Tufts. Eichenberg
began by mentioning
that the pursuit of global gender equality is a
strategic priority of the
United States. According
to Eichenberg, the U.S.
government is working
almost every day is working in different parts of
the world in pursuit of
global gender equality.
He believes that many
students are not aware
of this and that they do
not study it. He said that
this subject should be implemented into the classroom.
''We need to engage
the interests more of our
female students; teach
and research more about
subjects that interest
them," Eichenberg said.
"But we also need to engage our male students,
to get them studying
these issues from whatever disciplinary perspective as well."
After this section, the
discussion shifted focus
from gender studies to
climate change, something that Agard says
that it is one of the chal lenges that the climate
change. He said that
globally, it has been established that there is an
increase frequency of extreme events.
Agard continued that
the complication of climate change comes from
the socio-economic aspects. He gave the example of Haiti and the
impact of a hurricane of

category four compared
to category four in Barbados.
He said the Barbados is more organized so
the impact of the earth·
quake was not as exaggerated as the cause of
Haiti's hurricane. He
argues that it is not the
physical action of climate
change but it is the cost
of inaction that increases
vulnerability.
U nfortu nately, he said that the
vulnerability mcreases
for the poor.
To wrap up the discussion, the audience had
the opportunity to ask
questions. An audience
member asked about the
importance of studying
abroad since they are not
rigorous in the academic
sense.
Eichenberg suggests
that students should
look at academic rigor in study abroad as
secondary. "The recom mendation I will make a
student is go someplace
for study abroad that's
as different as who you
are and where you are
as possible because you
really do need to see the
world from a different
perspective," he said.
Mata said that sin~e
students are studying
with other students in
different countries, they
have the chance to see
different perspectives on
a topic that they believe
they knew.
This symposia was an
opportunity to examine
the values of a liberal arts
education. The events of
the symposia were part
of many other weekend
events that took place in
celebration of President
Berger-Sweeney's inauguration.

Students promote respect of sexualities during Ally Week
continued from page 1
bombarded anybody manning the door with questions about EROS and
Cleo. Each question helped
us realize how loudly our
voices had been raised and
how little the student body
knew about EROS.
Saturday
night,
well ·respected and known
comedian, Chris Doucette,
lit up Vernon Social. Not
holding back with his
stinging humor, Doucette
even went after the crowd,
giving Ally Week its most
humorous event and Trinity, a perfect performance.
The wonderful week
came to an end with

Chapel Brunch on Sunday, where Chaplain Reed
opened up discussion on
how conflicting sexuality
and religion can seem in
the world sphere, when
m fact Queer Theology
has been at the forefront
of breaking down barriers
and answering the seem ingly conflicting question
of whether one can be gay
and religious.
Though Ally Week was
undoubtedly a success,
EROS members were met
with many obstacles. Some
came in the form of harsh
criticism on why the group
was "forcing" homosexu ality on people. This was
not only disconcerting,

but also confusing to hear
coming from fellow Trinity students. The intention
was not to force anyone to
come out, but to let everyone in the LGBT community on campus know that
they have support and others who understand what
they're going through.
The long history of violence and harassment
against those in the LG BT
community
warrants
awareness,
recognition,
and change that depend
on the younger genera tion. EROS is at Trinity to
make a difference and to
connect.
One day, sexuality
will no longer be a topic

people will tip toe around
or have need to discuss.
But, today is not that
day. Today, people of all
backgrounds and sexualities need to stand up and
hold hands, so that oneday people will no longer
be judged for their sexual
identities.
Ranked number 13th
as the most homophobic college in the United
States by the Princeton
Review, Trinity does need
to change. This is written
in the fact that ugly and
insensitive posts were
made all through Ally
Week on social media, and
that just walking down
the long walk, there were

numerous remarks about
how "nobody cares."
Everyone can't care
about everything, but it's
important to recognize social injustice and hate; it's
important to create a more
welcoming and open campus to all.
From the smiling faces at the Spotlight Party
to the people who came
to each event, it's evident
that support is indeed
present in some ways;
it just needs to be made
stronger. With Ally Week,
EROS hopes that it has
furthered this conversa tion and that Trinity is on
its way to changing for the
better.

FEATURES

COURTESY OF vogue.com
(Left to right) de la Renta's take on the classic image by Cecil Beaton, de la Renta with his dogs, Penelope Cruz wearing a red evening gown by de la Renta.

BENJAMIN CHAIT '16
FEATURES EDITOR
The pain inspired by the
loss of designer Oscar de la
Rent a is felt far beyond the
fashion industry. The artist finally lost his battle with can·
cer on October 20th, at the age
of 82. Oscar is as renowned
for his precise tailoring and
innovative designs as he is for
his exuberant personality and
charity work. Fiona Brennan
'15, who interned for Oscar de
la Renta last summer, remembers, '(even during his rfinal
days he was in the office more
than three days a week. He
gives back enormously to his
roots in the Dominican Republic. He started an orphanage
there and adopted his son from
the orphanage. He was very
good at making everyone feel
like they were an integral part
of the business"
The business, The House of

Oscar de la Renta, was founded in 1965. Before beginning
his own label, Oscar worked for
houses of Lanvin and Balen·
ciaga. His house was widely
accepted as the ultimate model
of an American fashion house.
Never one to take the easy
road, Oscar has consistently
been ahead of the trends and
able to update his clothing for
the time periods in which he
was working. He spoke often
about the importance of pushing fashion into the future and
making clothes that women
can and want to wear. Though
not an official couturier, Oscar's craftsmanship was as
meticulous as any found in a
Parisian house.
Oscar's designs occupy
the space at the crossroads of
what is wearable and what is
avant-garde. He was respected
and admired by those within
the fashion community, both
young and old, yet was able to

dress some of the most stylish
women in the world.
Though primarily known
for his ball gowns, Oscar was a
master of clothing of all forms.
He could properly cut a tai ·
lored suit as well as he could
a great pair of dress slacks.
This is perhaps why he has
one of the most impressive
client lists in fashion history.
Each season he would put out
a collection that could appeal
to women both subtle and extravagant. My mother was a
fan, as was Oprah Winfrey,
Beyonce t Knowles, Barbara
Walters, Karlie Kloss, Amy
Adams, Penelope Cruz, Michelle Obama, and Nancy Regan. Hillary Clinton became a
client and a close friend of the
designer after wearing several
of his gowns for events as the
first lady and even in the pages
of Vogue.
Oscar wanted to give worn·
en what he believed they want-

ed. He is often defined as a
Park Avenue designer, but he
truly reached an expansive
audience with his designs.
He could produce modest fulllength ensembles that appealed to an older and more
conservative demographic with
the same ease and artistic integrity as he brought to some of
his short cocktail dresses and
even midriff bearing gowns.
Despite the rich crop of young
designers, Callan Vessels '15
chose to intern with Oscar two
summers ago. She remembers
his youthful personality above
all, saying, "Oscar's presence
in the office was remarkable.
He brought a glow to the office
that I have never experienced
anywhere else. His designs
and creativity were magnificent, and he will never be forgotten. I am beyond lucky to
have gotten the chance to work
for him."
Personally, the loss of Os-

car is great because I grew up
admiring both his gentle na ture and grand designs. Unlike
many designers who only focus
on their vision, Oscar respected
the needs and desires of his cli ents as much as he did his own
integrity and artistry. While
many, from Ralph Lauren to
Anna Wintour, have honored
him, what cemented the trage·
dy of death for me was a simple
Facebook comment posted by a
middle-aged woman in Buffalo,
NY on an image of Oscar from
a fashion page. She ended her
post of remembrance by saying
"If I were ever lucky enough
to be rich, I would want to
buy a dress designed by Os·
car de la Renta." This remark
was a humble reminder that
while for some Oscar was a
friend, mentor, boss, and even
the name on many labels in a
wardrobe, to most, he was, and
now tragically will always be,
a dream.

Brendan Norton on his experience as a CDC Fellow
BRENDAN NORTON '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
My first experience at the
Career Development Center
was at the Bantam Sophomore
Success Program last fall. Like
many students, I thought I
would use the opportunity to
get back to school a few days
early. Instead, it turned out to
be one of my best experiences
at Trinity thus far. Aside from
the fact that the program was
interesting and useful, I made
valuable connections with
members of the CDC staff. Af·
ter meeting some of the Senior
Fellows, I decided to apply for a
student assistant job that was
available at the office. The laidback atmosphere and friendly
personalities allowed me to
feel at home almost immediately. By the time spring rolled
around, I was comfortable with
everyone in the office, including the then-current fellows,
and decided to extend my stay

in the office another year by ap·
plying for the Career Develop·
ment Fellows position.
The Career Development
Fellows position is a new pro·
gram (only in its second year)
that has been implemented by
the Career Development Office
to increase its outreach to the
student body. This year there
are five fellows; Ana Medina
'16, Madison Starr '16, Madeline Melly '16, Paul Nicholas
'16, and myself, Brendan Norton '16. As a group, we are
working together to give individual presentations to Freshman Seminars about the functions of the CDC and how we,
as fellows, can offer initial stu ·
dent-to-student support early
on in the process. Additionally,
we have gone through exten·
sive training so that we can
help advise students on resume
building and career explora ·
tion. We each have different
in ·office hours (between 9 A.M.
and 4 P.M.) during the week,

and also an hour of out·of·office
advising for increased flexibili ·
ty and accessibility. Each fellow
also works on personal projects
targeted at the student body.
For example, I am organizing
a junior workshop on resume
building and how to prepare for
the critical junior internship
search on October 28th. This
is just one example of the vast
array of opportunities the CDC
is continually organizing for
students.
Circling back to my first
interaction with the Career Development Center, I entered the
Sophomore Success Program
with no resume and a vague
idea of my major. After the pro·
gram and a few appointments
with the CDC staff that fall, I
had a usable resume, decided
on my major, and even had an
informational interview with
an alumni about my interest
in their respective career field.
I am now an Environmental
Science major with a possible

Urban Studies minor. I play on
the Rugby Team and am also
on the student-run board of
the Club Hockey team. Simi·
larly, the other fellows are even
more involved in a wide variety
of classes, clubs, and activities on campus that give us a
well-rounded insight to student
life. At the most basic level, this
is why the fellow position exists: to allow the Career Devlopment Center staff to design
programs and workshops that
are going to be most beneficial
to Trinity students.
The staff at the CDC cares
about Trinity students more
than many people will ever
know. They are constantly ask·
ing how they can attract more
students to programs, and how
they can be more relevant or
helpful. The Sophomore Success Program and Entrepre·
neurship Competition are just
a couple of examples of ma·
jor events the CDC hosts for
students. These projects take

extensive amounts of effort
and time. Another event that
took place behind the scenes
this summer was the system
switch over from Experience to
Symplicity. This may not seem
like much, but it took countless hours over the summer to
transfer all of the CDC's information to the new system, just
so it may be more user-friendly
for students.
Although the process of
getting an internship and es·
pecially your first job may seem
like a daunting one, the Career
Development Staff is here to
help you along every step of the
way. Everyone in the office is
friendly and ready to help you
with whatever you need. The
fellows are an additional resource all students should feel
comfortable using, especially
underclassmen or students us·
ing the Career Development
Center for the first time. Log
on to symplicity and book your
appointments now!
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Arts & Entertainment
Hart£ord Stage presents striking production of "Hamlet"
MALCOM MOON '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A mere seven minute drive
from Trinity, one of the na ·
tions leading residential the·
atres, Hartford Stage is currently showing its' production
of Shakespeare's "Hamlet."
The production reflects the
company's artistic director,
Darko Tresnjaks innovative
and entrancing directorial
skills. Tresnjaks' "A Gen·
tleman's Guide to Love and
Murder on Broadway," have
recently won him four Tony
awards. That · said, it is un·
surprising that the "Hamlet"
production has not only been
extremely well attended, but
has also already received
much acclaim.
The magnum opus has
survived the years as a time·
less classic of tragedy and
revenge. The play details
the story of Prince Hamlet of
Denmark who seeks revenge
against his uncle Claudi·
us for killing his father and
marrying his mother to seize
the throne. In this produc·
tion, Tresnjak highlights this
central theme along with the
themes of religious differenc·
e$; spying, and surveillance.
Recognizing "Hamlet" as one
of Shakespeare's most com·
plex tragedies, Tresnjak's di·
rection and design stand out
remarkably in doing it jus·
tice.
Perhaps the most out·
standing aspect of the pro·
duction is the staging. As the

audience enters the house of
the theatre, one would imme·
diately notice the unit set of a
lowly elevated, cross·shaped
platform that seems to con·
sume most of the space. Sym·
bolizing Christianity, the set
resembles the clear division
within a unified body, such the
Protestant Claudius versus
the Catholic Hamlet. Addi·
tionally, by having all scenes
take place on the cross·plat·
form, multiple commentaries
are made in regards to power
struggles within the monarchy, the murder of a powerful Jesus-like figure, and the
vengeful acts and their conse·
quences.
The action of the play
takes the form of a thriller.
In the ghostly scenes fea·
turing Hamlet's father, the
use of grandiose spectacle
heightened the action of the
play. The production incorporated Hamlet's father in
dark armor on a black horse
that rose from the grounds
of Purgatory at the center of
the stage. Along with the use
of minimal lighting and fog, a
chilling mood swept through
the audience as King Ham·
let revealed Claudius as his
murderer. Personal conflicts
also arise as the audience
meets Ophelia, and her love
for Hamlet is soon blinded by
his overt obsession with murdering Claudius.
For those who may not be
familiar with "Hamlet," the
play is set in Denmark, and
King Claudius has just seized

the throne. Prince Hamlet's
father's ghost visits him to
inform him that Claudius
poisoned King Hamlet in his
sleep. Angered by Claudius's
ruthlessness, Hamlet vows to
seek revenge for his fathers'
death.
His obsession and neu·
rotic energy soon affects his
relationship with Ophelia,
daughter of the chief counsel
Polonius. Hamlet confronts
his mother, Gertrude, for her
treason against his father
by marrying his brother so
quickly after his death. His
erratic behavior frightens
Gertrude, especially when
he kills Polonius who was
eavesdropping on their con·
versation. The death of Polo·
nius and the heartbreak over
Hamlet causes Ophelia to slip
into a deep state of madness
and later commit suicide.
Laertes returns from study·
ing in France to hear of the
death of his father and sister
and demands his revenge.
Working with Claudius, the
two set up a fencing match
between Laertes and Ham·
let in which they plan to kill
him by poison. However, like
a true Shakespearean trage·
dy, the action ends with the
deaths of Gertrude, Laertes,
Claudius, and soon Hamlet.
The lighting and costume
design proved to be striking
elements in this production.
The use of bold shades of
reds, golds, and blues were a
vibrant contrast to the dark
setting and themes that de·

fined the plot. The costumes
were of true Elizabethan
style consisting of tradition·
al royal garb with a modern
twist. The play was very sim·
ple yet eloquent.
The acting performances
were also truly stunning. The
cast members seemed to have
a full grasp of their charac·
ters, and were committed to
presenting a marvelous pro·
duction. The stage direction
was excellently executed.
Most importantly, the atten·
tion to the small details of the
set definitely furthered the
thematic elements of the plot,
and the cast helped breath
a new life into the classic. I
would definitely applaud the
director and the cast for high·
lighting the moments of hu·
mor in the mostly depressing
and horrifying tragedy. The
humor definitely lent towards
shaping the structure of the
performance. Edward James
Hyland who played the role
of Polonius is worth a special
mention as he served as the
comic relief in the production.
If I had to pick out aspects
of the production that I personally did not appreciate,
the dark horse would be one
of them. In the scenes of King
Hamlet's ghost, he arose from
the ground on a huge horse.
While it was very striking
and interesting, the horse
also seemed to take the au·
dience out of the world of the
play because it didn't truly
seem necessary. Additionally,
in the beginning, the produc·

tion used a lot of entrances
from trap doors with fog and
bright white lighting. These
elements began to lose their
powerful effect on the audi·
ence and became a bit pre·
dictable. Regardless of the
few pitfalls, the production
overall was worth a watch.
The audience remained engaged despite the long length
of the performance, and the
visually striking nature of
every scene kept audience
members in awe.
In the Hartford Stage pro·
duction, the director made
the Shakespearean tragedy
more modern and easily ac·
cessible to its contemporary
audience. Hamlet, portrayed
by Zach Appelman, remind·
ed spectators of their years
of teen angst and obstinate
nature while remaining true
to classical characterization.
The cast consisted of won·
derful performers including
Trinity alum Erik Bloomquist
'14, who portrayed Cornelius
and supporting ensemble
roles. His performance was
truly remarkable, show·
ing his versatility in play·
ing multiple characters and
his strong connection to the
Shakespearean text.
Watching him perform
professionally may be yet an·
other incentive for members
of the Trinity community to
take the short trip out of the
campus bubble to watch the
show.
"Hamlet" is run·
ning at the Hartford Stage
until Nov. 16.

Organist Christopher Houlihan returns to Trinity
WILLIAM KURACH '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This past Thursday,
members of the Trinity
community flocked to the
college chapel to attend
a concert featuring re·
nowned organist Christo·
pher Houlihan '09.
Given Houlihans repertoire, it was not at all surprisingly that the chapel
was filled to a point where
it was hard to find a seat
to watch the concert. Au·
dience members sat in a
kind of buttoned-up antic·
ipation, awaiting who has
amounted, in his young ca·
reer, to somewhat of a rock
star in the world of organ
music.
Houlihan developed a
love for the organ early in
life, playing from the age of
twelve. He graduated from
Trinity College in 2009
and later went on to attend
the prestigious Julliard
School in New York. While

at Trinity, he made his or·
chestral debut with the
Hartford Symphony. He
has won several interna ·
tional prizes, and has also
amongst others, played be·
fore then·U.S. president,
George W. Bush. His Vi·
erne 2012 tour, in which he
played the complete organ
works of French composer
Louis Vierne in six U.S.
cities, was met with much
critical acclaim.
His performance at
Trinity marked a home·
coming of sorts. The recit·
al served to celebrate the
inauguration of President
Joanne Berger-Sweeney,
who appeared just as excited as the rest of the crowd
awaiting the recital to begin. It was also fascinating
to see Hartford residents
and members of the Trinity
community come together
under a roof to watch the
performance. One member
in the audience even men·
tioned that he hadn't vis-

ited the chapel in twenty
years, but was drawn back
by the magnetic attraction
Houlihan seems to exhibit.
When
Houlihan
emerged, he shot out of
the gate with a Toccata
by 20th century American
composer Leo Sowerby.
The sound glowed through
the expanse of the chap·
el, as the intricacy and
muscularity of the piece
danced in counterpoint,
and the audience followed
with rapt attention.
He followed the Sowerby with a graceful organ
rendition of a vocal piece
by Maurice Ravel and a
Bach concerto. The Ravel piece stirred about in a
really lovely processional
fashion.
Houlihan imbued the
Bach with real clarity and
color. He noted to the audience how much he liked
to play it on the organ,
and the love that drives
his deeply affecting work

was readily apparent. He
then played what he re·
garded as "one of the most
beautiful pieces ever writ·
ten for organ," a sublimely
dreamy movement from
Charles-Marie
Widor's
"Symphonie
Gothique."
Houlihan described the audience's graceful crescendo
into applause following the
Widor as one of the most
rewarding moments for an
organist.
He finished with something truly special. He
recounted to the audience the events of a day
in which President Berg·
er-Sweeney wandered into
the chapel while he was
playing and noted to him
that her favorite organ
piece was Bach's "Passaca glia & Fugue" in C minor.
Houlihan had treated her
with an impromptu version then, and now, in re·
cital, he presented to her
a more polished musical
gift. His imbued "Passaca-

glia" with a vibrancy that
proved transfixing, bring·
ing the evening to a satisfying and dramatic close,
the audience on its feet,
calling him back to the organ to bow several times.
This event marked not
only a musical event of
importance, but also a mo·
ment of great promise and
hope for the Trinity community.
Welcoming our new
president in the chapel, in
the presence of students,
parents, and faculty past
and present, there hung
a sense of sanctity as palpable and graceful as the
music that filled the space.
In the midst of the cere·
monies of Inauguration
weekend, Houlihan's recital served, in some part, as
an invocation of art, and of
beauty into the new chap·
ter in Trinity's history. one
that we as a community
will hope to cultivate for
some time to come.
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Cinestudio Review: Marvel' s "Guardians of the Galaxy"
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18

STAFF WRITER

Why do we love "Guardians of the Galaxy''? I won't
bother reviewing it traditionally because about 90
percent of us have seen it
at this point. Instead, I offer more of a retrospective.
"Guardians of the Galaxy''
is widely considered one
of Marvel's most ambitious movies to date, and
serves as a transition between Marvel's more Earth
based "first stage" of movie
productions, and the even
more confident second tier.
"Guardians of the Galaxy"
is not exactly brilliant film·
making. It can be somewhat
formulaic in its space-cowboy, rock opera plot, and
there is not a single moment of real dramatic fear
on the viewers' part that
everything will not turn out
all right for our heroes, the
Guardians.
Those heroes, by the
way, consist of Chris Pratt's
cheeky never do well "Star-

lord," a green and slightly
stiff Zoe Saldana as "Garno·
ra," the usually silent and
physically enormous Dave
Bautista as "Drax the Destroyer", and the voice of
Bradley Cooper in the body
of a Raccoon with an inexplicable Brooklyn accent,
and a tree creature voiced
by Vin Diesel. They quickly become a gang of rag-tag
friends, firing their lasers
and flying around in space
ships together. There is a
great evil to overcome, but
that is so far from the point
of the movie that most forget what it was. Consider
them for a moment. They
are deliberately ridiculous.
The kind of characters a six
year old dreams up in a coloring book. What's more, if I
had a nickel for every space
battle I have seen, I might
match "Guardians" at its
own gigantic production
value.
The point is this, on pa per this is an absolute flop,
a non-starter that any pro·
duction company in their

right mind, let alone the
careful and litigious Marvel
should pass on in a matter
of thoughtless seconds.
Needless to say, it was
made, and it soared to an
opening weekend box office
intake of nearly one hun ·
dred million dollars, endearing itself to the hearts of
millions of fans, and almost
instantaneously waltzing
down the not-so-long road
toward a sequel. What is it
about this bizarre, quirky,
and campy movie that let
it achieve such spectacu lar success, and ultimately
landed it at Cinestudio?
There are a lot of converg·
ing ideas that contribute to
this, but the most potent of
these is this: "Guardians of
the Galaxy'' is simple fun.
It asks so very little of its
viewers, and seems almost
in on the idea that it offers
a pretty common piece of
summer escapism.
It is like coming home
after a long day of studying
and being given the choice
between unwinding with

an episode of "Two and a
Half Men," simple, formu·
laic, occasionally funny, and
not at all challenging, or
an episode of HBO's "True
Detective";
depressing,
haunting, and endlessly
complex. Most Americans
would choose "Two and a
Half Men", so as to have a
normal, and not particularly thought provoking night
of relaxation.
That is what "Guardians" has to offer, it works
so beautifully because it
does not try to be more
than a heartwarming and
exciting piece of summer
escapism, and that is all
we really need. It is not a
bad thing, "Star Wars" ac·
complished the same kind
of whimsy in its day, and
sometimes, once in a very
long while, these summer
fun movies end up making
movie history. "Guardians"
is also a sentimental movie,
at least in the direct sense
that its sound track is made
up of 1970s pop, and bounces along like an extended

music video from the time.
In the more subtle sense,
"Guardians" arrived just
as we were beginning to
see the death of the space·
based action movie, (which
took off with movies like
"Star Wars") and breathed
new life into the overused
and inflated genre.
The final reason is that
Marvel has already won the
great battle of the movies.
Marvel, which was acquired
by Disney a few years ago,
could put out anything, literally anything they want·
ed (stay tuned for Paul
Rudd m "Ant-Man" next
year), and we, the happy
consumers, would hop on
the bus without a second
thought. It has officially become a movie empire, and
the scale at which it exists
has never been seen before.
"Guardians of the Galaxy"
was a great time, a fun ride
full of laughs and thrills.
Marvel dares us to call it
anything but excellent, and
just as predicted, we cannot
seem to do it.

Bantam Artist of the Week: Quirks member Lizzy Foley '17
AMANDA LUNDERGAN '17

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Lizzy Foley' 1 7, a sophomore Neuroscience ma jor, has always loved to
sing. To her, it's not just
about making music, it's
about being happy and
expressing it.
Lizzy started indulging in music lessons
ever since she was little.
She has taken piano and
trombone lessons. When
she reached high school,
she decided to join the
choir, which inspired her
to try out for an a capella
group in her senior year
of high school. Lizzy is
incredibly glad that she
finally pursued her pas·
sion of singing, because it
led her to join the Quirks,
here at Trinity.
After days full of science classes, labs, and
never-ending homework,
Lizzy looks forward to
hanging out in the Sum mit Suites grand pia no room with her fellow
Quirks. She joined the
Quirks in the Spring
semester of her fresh man year. Lizzy went to
the auditions concert to
see them perform and
thought they were absolutely amazing.
Being a part of an a ca·
pella group has its many
perks, such as being able
to build new relationships
and perform at different
places on or off campus,
which was why Lizzy au-
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Lizzy Foley '1 7 (center) is a proud member of the Quirks.
ditioned. She sang "Sitting on the Dock of the
Bay" by Otis Redding and
then had to sing a song
that the Quirks taught
her. The audition process
was very nerve-wracking
for her, but she made it to
the callbacks, giving her
the confidence to perform
excellently. Her courage
certainly was helpful,
since she was eventually
accepted into the a capel·
la group.
Lizzy loves being a
part of the Quirks, along
with the other extracurricular activities that she
is involved in. Lizzy is the
president of Active Minds,
which is a club that meets
with the goal of changing
the conversation that
surrounds mental health.

She also partakes in comm unity service often, as
she lives in the communi·
ty service house on cam pus, Doonesbury.
Being a member of the
Doonesbury house comes
with many responsibilities, but it keeps Lizzy
busy and motivated. Liz·
zy spends her free time
trying to learn squash
and doing crafts with her
friends.
Even though Lizzy has
several obligations she
still makes time to practice her songs and beatbox occasionally for the
Quirks. She practices in
the shower and even lis·
tens to the recordings of
the songs while she studies. On occasion, she'll
end up practicing with

fellow Quirks who have
different voice parts.
The Quirks have been a
tight-knit group of worn·
en that support each other, which is one of Lizzy's
favorite parts about being
in the group. She loves
the a capella community
in general, because it is
awesome working with
not only her group, but
the other all girl, co·ed,
and all male groups too.
Her favorite songs that
she has performed with
the Quirks were "House
of the Rising Sun," by The
Animals-which perfectly describes the Quirks,
and a mashup between
"Stay With Me," by Sam
Adams and "Holy Grail,"
by Justin Timberlake.
Since joining the Quirks,
Lizzy has made a number
of new friends that she
might not have met otherwise. She became close
with upperclassmen and
people in different majors
than her. These connec·
tions have brightened her
experience at Trinity.
Lizzy has performed
with the Quirks many
times already, but only
a few have been Trinity sponsored. They have
performed an "arch sing,"
the auditions concert,
and concerts where they
paired up with at least
one other a capella group.
Lizzy looks forward to the
Festival of Trees, where
the Quirks will sing at
the museum, and the

baseball games, where
the Quirks will sing the
national anthem.
Trinity Restaurant is
where her very favorite
impromptu performanc·
es happen. The latest
concert that the Quirks
attended was the Inauguration of President Berger-Sweeney, where all
of the singing groups on
campus performed. This
opened the eyes of many
on how big the singing
community is on campus.
The songs that students
sang at the Inauguration
were conducted by one of
President Berger-Sweeney' s close friends, John
Rose. Before the Inauguration, Rose taught each
a capella group the songs
separately
and
then
brought them all together to practice a few times.
All of the groups sang
"America the Beautiful,"
a samba song, and "Lift
Every Voice."
Another concert that
the Quirks will be hosting is the Halloween performance, which is happening on Wednesday,
October 29th. The Quirks
will be singing with the
Accidentals and dressing
up in costumes. It will be
held in the crypt chapel
to make the scene spookier. This will be just in
time for the haunted holiday. Don't miss the next
Quirks performance on
Halloween, and be sure to
look out for Lizzy!

SPORTS
Trinity Bantam athlete of the week: Gina Buzzelli '16
ANTHONY ZUCARO '16
STAFF WRITER

With a record of 12-10,
the Trinity College Volleyball team is working hard
to achieve further victory,
and their previous success
has been helped in large
part by setter Gina Buzzelli '16. A native of Cheshire,
CT, Buzzelli has used her
athleticism and skill to
dominate opponents on
the court. She proves this
through her results as she
currently averages an impressive 4.08 assists per set
and has more room to im prove further.
Buzzelli has had many
inspirations as an athlete,
particularly from her sport
of choice. "Kerri Walsh-Jennings is currently one of my
favorite athletes." Buzzelli
said. "I am inspired by her
intensity and passion towards the game of volleyball".
This inspiration has
greatly influenced Buzzelli's success in volleyball. In
Trinity's past two games
alone, she had a combined
total of 39 assists. This skill
was, of course, tailored in
her high school career.
"My high school had a
very competitive volleyball
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Setter Gina Buzzelli '16 leads the Trinity volleyball team in assists with 333 this season.
program. It was at this level where I developed who I
wanted to be as an athlete."
Buzzelli explained. "High
school volleyball gave me a
competitive and relentless
attitude towards the game.
This prepared me for the
collegiate level because it
taught me to expect more
from myself and never give
less than my best effort".

As the season draws to
a close, Buzzelli and the
team are looking to play
with high intensity in order
to finish the season strong.
With teamwork and focus,
the girls can overcome any
opponent and this season,
the team has been able to
improve on their past losses.
"The most exciting sports

moment at Trinity this
year was beating Bowdoin." Buzzelli remembered.
"Last season, we had lost to
Bowdoin in a tough five set
match knocking us out of
the NESCAC Tournament.
Beating them this year was
revenge after they handed
us a loss last season. Also, it
was one of the first games of
the season where the team

played steady as a cohesive unit. We were playing
for each other, never once
getting down on ourselves
when mistakes were made."
Team cohesion has always been important to
Buzzelli, and she strives to
achieve nothing but the best
out of both herself and her
teammates. "My outlook on
the season so far is a positive
one." She said. "We go into
every day with the mentality to always improve and
learn by pushing each other
in practice. We hold high expectations for one another
so when it comes game time
everyone knows that their
teammates won't expect
anything less than their
best. Moving forward I believe we can end the regular
season on a high note and
make a run at the NESCAC
Tournament." Needless to
say, the girls are prepared
to do what it takes to come
home with a win.
The Trinity Volleyball
season comes to a close next
weekend, and it is sure to
end with a bang. The girls
will be facing off against
Bates at home on November
1st in their goal to end the
season with a win. With a
win, the Bantams can im prove to 13-10 overall.

Bantam football loses to Middlebury at home, 27-7
ELIZABETH CAPORALE '16

STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday, the
Middlebury Panthers defeated Trinity at home, ending
Trinity's astounding 53-game
winning streak on their home
turf of Jesse/Miller field. This
winning streak began midway through the 2001 season
and continued for a record
shattering 13 seasons after

that. This streak is among
the longest in sports history,
and was even mentioned on
ESPN as such. This loss is
Trinity's first in six games.
Middlebury improves to
4-2 on the year as Trinity,
ranked second in New England, now boasts a 5-1 record, tied for second behind
Amherst (6-0) with Wesleyan
also 5-1. This win marks Middlebury's third straight victo-

ry of the season. Trinity will
play Amherst next weekend,
and a win against the Lord
Jeffs will move them up to
first place, along with Amherst.
Middlebury was the first
to score, with a 13-play, 91yard drive touchdown com ing in the second quarter off
Kyle Pulek's '16 booming 62yard punt. Later on in the
second, Trinity gained some
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Trinity receiver Darrien Myers '17 recorded 165 all purpose yards against Middlebury on Oct. 25.

momentum and answered
with a long drive from its own
23-yard line to the Panther
5-yard line. However, this
drive was anything but fruit·
ful for the Bantams, as Middlebury player Dan Pierce
intercepted a pass from
Trinity's Henry Foye '16 and
returned it an astounding
71-yards back into Bantam
territory. Middlebury quarterback Matt Milano found
reeiver Matthew Minna on a
pass into Trinity's end zone,
giving the Panthers a 13-0
lead.
After punting the ball
away once more, Trinity's
defensive end Lyle Baker '16
forced a fumble and jumped
on the loose ball at Middlebury's 36-yard line. In the
final minute of the first half,
the Bantams fell just short
of getting on the scoreboard.
Time ran out as Ian Dugger
'16 was tackled at Middle·
bury's 20 yard line after three
completions from Henry Foye
'16 to wide receiver Chris
Ragone '15.
As the second half com·
menced, a special teams play
by Middlbury opened the
third quarter with a success·
ful onsides kick which turned

into a 24 yard touchdown pass
by Milano to Minno. This play
came just 40 seconds into the
second half. Trinity running
back Chudi Iregbulem '15 had
several excellent runs in the
third, but was denied entry to
the Panther end zone by Mid·
dlebury's string defense.
With 1: 10 left in the third
quarter, Middlebury punted
from its own end zone and
Trinity took advantage, fin·
ishing the play with a 33
yard scoring pass from Foye
to wide receiver Nick Gay·
nor '17. This brought Trinity
back within a touchdown, as
the score at this point_was
13·7. The potential comeback
was shut down when Middle·
bury's Dan Pierce intercept·
ed a pass from Spencer Aukamp '18, who was filling in
as quarterback for Foye who
had left after a sack earlier in
the second half. Pierce took it
all the way to the Bantam end
zone for a touchdown. With
6=07 remaining in the game,
the score was 27·7, and that
is where it would stay for the
rest of the contest.
Trinity will be back in ac·
tion next Saturday, when they
head up to Amherst to take on
the current NESCAC leaders.
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Field hockey moves to 11-3 with consecutive wins
PETER PRENDERGAST '16
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College field
hockey team continued an impressive four game win streak
this weekend as they secured
two more New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) wins this past
week. On Oct. 21, the Bantams outscored Wesleyan 8-2,
followed by a 7-1 victory over
Connecticut College on Oct. 25.
Trinity boasts an impressive
11-3 overall record and is currently tied with Amherst for
third place in the conference
standings, behind only Middlebury (14-1) and Bowdoin (131).

After conceding the first
goal of the game to Wesleyan's
Hannah Plappert, six minutes
in, Trinity forward Kelcie Finn
'18 opened the Bantam scoring
with an impressive run from
midfield to beat the Cardinal
goalkeeper one on one. Wesleyan responded with a second
goal, off the stick of forward
Lauren Yue. Finn answered
again with her second goal of
the game, coming off a pass
from Casey Quinn '17.
Trinity dominated the second half of play as they scored
six more goals and did not let
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No. 2 forward Nikki Rivera '16 scored Trinity's fifth goal against Connecticut College on Oct. 25.
up another score to the Cardinal's offense. Finn scored her
third goal of the game early in
the half off a pass from Brenna
Hobin '18. Minutes later, Catherine Read '15 assisted forward
Olivia Tapsall '16 for her 7th
goal of the season. Finn scored
her fourth and final goal of the
game less than a minute later.
Hobin, Clare Lyne '17 and Sa·
mantha Sandler '1 7 rounded

out Trinity's scoring, finalizing
their 8-2 victory. Goaltender
Sophie Fitzpatrick '16 played
a complete game and made 6
saves on 8 shots.
Over parents weekend, the
team hosted the Connecticut
College Camels. Once again,
the Bantams dominated play,
as Finn scored her 21st goal
of the season just four minutes into the game. Midway

through the first half, Hobin
put Trinity up 2·0 as she scored
off a pass from Finn. Elizabeth
Caporale '16 finished the first
half with a third goal.
In the second half, Trinity
allowed just one goal to the
Camels, delivered by forward
Maggie Wells. Finn respond·
ed with a second goal, assisted
this time by Tapsall and Read.
Just a minute later, Nikki Ri-

vera '16 received a pass from
Hobin and scored to put the
Bantams up 7-1. Samantha
Sandler added an unassisted
goal with 6 minutes left to play
and Finn rounded out the scoring with her third goal of the
game, completing another hat
trick for the first year forward.
· In net, Fitzpatrick secured
another win by saving 6 shots
and allowing only one goal to
Connecticut's attack.
Kelcie Finn leads the Bantam offense this season with 23
goals and 10 assists. Brenna
Hobin follows with 9 goals and
Olivia Tapsall is third in scoring with 7 goals. Sophie Fitzpatrick leads in net with an
11-3 winning record, 69 total
saves and 4 shutout victories.
The field hockey team is
looking ahead to their final
game of the season on Oct. 29
at Amherst College. Possibly
their toughest matchup of the
season, a victory for Trinity
against the Lord Jeff's could
secure them a top finish in the
NESCAC standings and a high
seed for the conference playoffs.
The Bantams are also currently ranked 11th overall in

the National Field Hockey
Coaches Association (NFHCA)
rankings.

Men and women's soccer suffer losses to Conn. College
JUSTIN FORTIER '18
STAFF WRITER

It was a heart wrenching
family weekend for Bantam
athletics across the board.
The Men and Women's soccer
teams both lost to Connecti ·
cut College on Saturday. Fan
turn out was high and both
teams had a great deal of support, but at the end of the day,
Conn. College outplayed Trin ·
ity.
Saturday's contest was the
Women soccer team's Senior
Day, honoring tri-captains
McKenzie Jones '15, Maggie
Crowe '15, and Elisa Dolan
'15, as well as leading scorer
Karyn Barrett '15 in their last
fall season. On the pitch, the
Connecticut College Camels
were dominant early on. The
Camels were awarded a penalty kick in the thirteenth
minute, and made sure to
capitalize. Connecticut rookie, Caroline Kelleher, scored
a second goal to close out the
first half of play, giving Connecticut a 2-0 lead.
Before Trinity could get
any momentum going in the
second half, the Camels scored
again in the first three minutes of the period. They finalized their victory in the 83rd

minute with a fourth goal.
Trinity goalie Monica DiFiori
'16 finished the match with 7
saves while the Connecticut
College keeper was able to
keep Trinity at bay with an
impressive 14 saves.
The Men did not fare much
better on Saturday as they
took a hard 1-0 loss. For the
majority of the game, the
score remained at zero, but
in the 80th minute, the Ban·
tams had a corner kick late
in regulation and after a subpar service, Connecticut College broke out as midfielder
Matthew Birchall played a
through ball to Camel forwar~ Dillion Kerr who quickly
found the back of the net to
put Connecticut up 1-0. The
Bantams had the best scoring opportunity in the first
half as midfielder Fernando
Cuervo-Torrella '1 7 took a
pass from Mike Cooke '17 and
blasted one past the Camel
keeper. Unfortunately for the
Bantams, the shot hit the post
and ricocheted out.
Despite the disappointing
outcomes this past Saturday,
both the Men and Women had
mid-week games against Wesleyan in which both Bantam
squads beat out the Cardinals.
For the Women, Nicole

Stauffer '17 scored two goals
late in the second half to give
Trinity the 2·0 win. Stauffer's
game-winning goal came in
the 71st minute, as Trinity took control of the ball
from the Cardinals midway
through the second half. Bantam midfielder Laura Nee '17
'switched the field and Sarah
Connors '18 outraced her defender to the ball and one-

timed a pass to Stauffer who
finished beautifully.
The Men's Soccer team
played well and got a goal from
Cody Savonen '17 in the 43rd
minute to close out the first
half. Co--eaptain Tim Shea '15
got a second goal 8 minutes
into the second half to put the
Bantams up 2-0. Wesleyan
retaliated in the 62nd minute
to bring the score to 2- 1, but

that would be the final goal of
the game. Trinity rode out the
remainder of the game with a
strong defensive performance
and secured the win.
The men currently stand
at 2·5-2 in the conference
and 7-5-2 overall. The Lady
Bantams rest at 3-5-1 in the
conference and 7·6·1 overall.
Both teams will play Amherst
on the road this weekend.
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The Trinity mens soccer team conceded a 1-0 loss to the Connecticut College Camels on Oct. 25.

